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10300 TESFILES
V1.04 Utilities MMH 95-5239 MentalElf 2009-05-12

A tool for packaging all files in a Morrowind Mod, or
uninstalling a Morrowind Mod.  To automate the tedius

work of tracking what files belong to a mod.  Now you can
add files to your working Morrowind area with abandon,

and know that when it's time to package your

10279 Run Script
Generator v1.02 Utilities MMH 95-5104 MentalElf 2009-05-12

This is an .exe program. There are no text files, no
documentation. There are some vague instructions in a pop
up window when you load it. I could not find a reference to

this anywhere else on the internet.

10249 mwswitcher Utilities MMH 95-5230 MentalElf 2009-05-12

INSTRUCTIONS: This program renames the backup
directory to "Morrowind", and the current directory to

"Morrowind.##########" which number is the time in
seconds, to be unique. Be sure both copies of Morrowind

are in the same directory. To start, locate both
Morrowind.ini...

10248 MWSwitcher Utilities MMH 95-14598 MentalElf 2010-11-02

BENEFIT:>   This program enables the quick switching
between Morrowind copies, which allows quickly switching
between sets of "Data Files" selections, meshes, textures,

etc.     INSTRUCTIONS:>   This program renames the
current Morrowind �...

10187 ME TESFILES
1.09 Utilities MMH 95-5282 MentalElf 2009-05-12

============= TESFILES V1.09 USE AT YOUR OWN
RISK! A tool for packaging all files in a Morrowind Mod, or

uninstalling a Morrowind Mod.  To automate the tedius
work of tracking what files belong to a mod.  Now ...

10079 The Trouble
With Milie Quests MMH 68-1708 MentalElf 2009-04-06

The Trouble With Milie V1.07 Requires: Tribunal+ (for
script enhancements provided). Nine quests located

primarily in Balmora. Talk to the Fine Clothier in Balmora
about "lastest rumors" to start the new quests. email:

blankensb001@hawaii.rr.com

9948
ME_TTWM (The

Trouble with
Millie)

Quests MMH 68-15589 MentalElf 2017-10-02
============= The Trouble With Milie V2.05

11/30/2004 Tribunal & Bloodmoon required. by MentalElf
(Barney Blankenship) email: blankensb001@hawaii.rr.com

Thanks to Cenobyte, for testing! ===========...

9901 Horror Mod Quests MMH 68-5911 MentalElf 2011-10-10
============= Horror Mod.txt MentalElf (Barney

Blankenship) email: blankensb001@hawaii.rr.com
============= Horror Mod V3.01 (a compilation of

many, many, modder...

9449 Music Replace
v1.0 Music MMH 61-5025 MentalElf 2009-05-12

WARNING: this archive REPLACES the stock Morrowind
Explore and Battle tunes, so if there's a chance you won't
like this music, copy your "Morrowind/Data Files/Music"
folder to a save directory prior to installing! Again, this
replaces the Explore and Battle stuff, not the actual m...

7116 ME
Mannequins2 Gameplay MMH 37-2913 MentalElf 2009-04-24

MentalElf's Mannequins V2.06 Requires: Tribunal,
Bloodmoon Mannequins you can dress in armor and weapon
of your choosing. Buy the mannequins (800 gold each) from
Armendra Indril, a dealer just outside the Fine Clothier shop

in Balmora.

5977 LittleRupert Companions MMH 24-2563 MentalElf 2009-04-24

Little Rupert Pack Guar V1.00 (requires: Tribunal+) A pack
guar you can have follow, stay, feed a kwama egg to heal,
load & unload with inventory items, and send to any of 26

Vvardenfell locations or Mournhold (he teleports). He walks
on water too.

5976 LittleHazel Companions MMH 24-2546 MentalElf 2009-04-24

Requires: Tribunal, Bloodmoon V1.01 A pack guar you can
have follow, stay, feed a kwama egg to heal, load & unload
with inventory items, and teleport to any of 26 Vvardenfell
locations, Mournhold, or 3 places in Solstheim. New: Guar

Whistle.

2144 Search For The
Arcane Guard Armor MMH 4-11732 MentalElf 2012-10-09

Search for the Arcane Guard involvesusing an unique
artifact that will allow you tp locate the lost 7 piece armor

set ( includes shield and female versions of cuirass and
greaves ) in 7 different locations . Together the full set is

scripted to have addition effects other than just the benefit
of...

2143 Search For The
Arcane Guard Armor MMH 4-11733 MentalElf 2012-10-09 A quest mod that leads you to 7 different areas to find and

complete the Arcane Guard armor .


